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Following, s a verbatim translation of the continuation of
an article entitled' "Principles of Combat Utilization of Atomic,
Heavy Rocket, e.nd Miesile Artillery In an Offensive Operation
of an Arr" vhich appeared in IsEue No. h6, 195- of the Soviet
military publication Infceatior. Collection o the Artillery.
(IT atio:rny Svorsi . Arillerii). This publicau2on is

classified TOP SECRET by the Soviets and orignates with the
Art2iery Hea.qarters of the Mir:istry of Defense. 'The
begianing of this article was disseminated a, CSDP-3/648,849.
Accor'ng to its preface, it is d.esgned for generale an.
officers fro'; crac r of r. iler o.' a corps, con:ar.d.ing
officer of an artillery division (comarxnding officer of an
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Principlea of Cobat Utilaion of Atocic,
Re-'y Rocket, ar.dI *!sci Art illery in er.

Offensive Operatior, o: an Area;

The determination of the req.ired yield of an etcmic charge for
the deetruction of a large target with one shot uiy be done in the
folloving anner:

1. Calculate the area of the target Sts (in km2 ).

2. Determine the average V error as shown above.

3. According to the value of Sts and. V,refer to the relevant
table end determine the radius oT the destruction rone Rg that
corresponds to the mean anticipated percentage of the target
area to be destroyed. (Below is Table 2,calculated for the
values of the radii of the destruction zone that ensures
50 percent target destruction.)

4. According to the value of Rzb refer to Table 1 of the Manual
and determine, in accordance virE the nature of the target, the
required atomic charge a.

Rxample: Determine the required yield of an atomic charge to destroy
personnel in trenches with one shot if the target area Ste . 9 kan2 and
the accuracy of shot is characterized by average errors ,. 0.2 kM,
and V . 0.15 km.

Solution:

1. The example gives SG 9 km and V . 0.2 km.

2. According to the values Stsa 9 km2 and Vj w 0.2 km,we refer
to Table 2 and determine thatRzn = 1.24 km.

3. Fr n . 1.24 km, with the help of either Table 1 or the
tenual (digam 115), we determine the required atomic charge
for destroying personnel in trenches qn . 30,000 tons.
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T/m2

. Value. of the &;rL.i of t1.r >cc f Dest-ti co~f c A._c Bure r__ _ kr_

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 C.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
sts

0.25 0.23 0.37 0.53 0.70 0.86 1.03 1.19 1.36 1.52 1.69

0.50 0.28 0.40 o.56 0.72 0.88 1.05 1.21 1.37 1.53 1.71

0.75 0.33 0.45 0.60 0.74 0.89 1.07 1.23 1.38 1.54 1.72

1.0 0.37 0.50 0.62 0.76 0.92 1.09 1.25 1.40 1.55 1.73

1.5 0.45 0.58 0.66 0.80 0.93 1.12 1.26 1.41 1.57 1.74

2.0 0.52 0.62 0.70 0.84 0.95 1.13 1.29 1.44 1.60 1.75

3.0 - 0.64 0.72 0.80 0.92 1.oo 1.18 1.34 1.50 1.63 1.78

4.0 0.76 0.84 0.88 1.00 1.03 1.24 1.40 1.54 1.67 1.82

5.0 o.85 0.92 0.98 1.08 1.10 1:30 1.4'- 1.59 1-70 1.85

6.o 0.95 1.02 1.10 1.15 1.16 1-35 1.49 1.64 1-73 1.90

7.0 1.04 1.10 1.16 1.22 1.23 1.40 1.53 1.69 1.77 1.93

8.0 1.10 1.14 1.20 1.28 1.29 1.43 1.57 1.73 1.80 11.96
9.0 1.18 1.24 1.28 1.32 1.35 1.49 1.61 1.78 1.86 2.00

10.0 1.24 1.30 1.34 1.38 1.40 1.54 1.66 1.84 1.89 2.10

15.0 1.4 4 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.66 1.72 1.84 2.02 2.05 2.18

20.0 1.79 1.85 1.86 1.87 1.88 1.91 2.02 2.17 2.23 2.34
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teerminn Type and Eeight of Atomic Burst-

When carrying out assigned mission: with the use of atomic
aaunition , types of bursts mya vary. Depending on actual conditions
of the situation, either air or surface bursts may be used. When
determining the type of buret it should be taken into consideration
that with air bursts mx±iri destruction of personnel located in the
open is achieved. An air burst is acccmpanied by a relatively low
radioactive contamination of the terrain both in the area of the burst
as well as along the route of movement of the radioactive cloud.
The contamination of the air layer immediately above ground is tens
of times less then with a grond burst, and the contamination of the
terrain along the path of the radicective cloud is insignificant.

Surface atomic bursts are accomparied by considerable contamination
of the terrain,both in the area of the burst and along the path of
movement of the radicective cloud. Moreover, in the are- of ground
zero, the layer of air immediately above ground is contaminated by
radioactive gasesbut this does not occur during an air buret.

An analysis of the chracteristics of the various types of atomic
bursts makes it possible to determine that under the conditions of an
offensive operation, a wider use vill be made of air bursts to destroy
enemy personnel and equipment because,together with the adegaate
destruction of enemy defensive objectives, they permit a swift advance
through the ground zero of the burasts, without fear of contaminating
friendly troops by penetrating radiation.

Surface bursts may be used during an offensive for the destruction
of particularly strong defensive structue or strongly defended strong
points, as well as for the destruction of deeply located reserves and
other objectives, in whose areas no imediate activity of friendly
troops is expected. Moreover, it is essential to take meteorological
conditions into consideration,because they determine the possible
direction of movement of the radioactive cloud.

Depending on the yield of the atomic charge and the nature of the
target, atomic air bursts may be carried out at varying heights.
Mareover, destructive factors, especially radioactive contamination
and thernal radiation, manifest themselves in different ways with

HR01
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chagr: in t: beintt of the t:. Lov altitude air bursts have a
eccn:1 m re.i o' * tia t'; rcc. 'f ene-y troop- located in sound
shelters. *r emerp nr ere loated in open trenches and fire

t s altawie Sir burst is more effe-tive. With increased
height of tLe burn t> zj° cf rabae^tive crtarnation decreases,
and t.i: creA :c fev rfat.e condi.i3:F cz subsequent operations of
friendly troops ir the areas of atomi: bursts.

TLe height of .. n air burst can be determined by the followIng
f armuDla- :

B = a' (3)

where H - height of burst in meters.

a - constant coefficient for given height.

q - yield of atomic charge in tons.

For practical calculations,the value of the constant coefficient
"a" is taken as equal to 12 for a high burst, and 7 for a lov burst,
although in the geaeral forslation of this question, air bursts at a
height of over 10,)-are considered to be high ard at heights of
between 10,;f and 3.5 are considered to be low. Air bursts at
heights lower tban 3.5 by nature of their effect my be considered
to bt surface bursts.

Let ue examire an example of deted n'Lng she height of burst of
an stomic charge vith a yield of 8,000 tons.

Fur a high burst its height will be on the average:

Ei _ 12v '=- 240 m

For a low burst its height on the average will be:

i . 7 800 140 m

-R -
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When pl n-ir er.. . E _i i 6: e66enTt1a t~c
prcviit. for t e s.f " zf. frc-. r ntainetican by one's
or Etra bri. t.>- ret sny pas:..e t: use an atacmd chs-Ee
of th. zequIrecd yiel e'd to scie- te ne=_. edvantageous pcint for
gr.n' ze- cf the bu:rst if tts creates the tr.eet of contamlnetit.E
friendly rocs,:. T2c tas± .c t:) ex-lude congletely the contaminatio:
of friendly trcLOpr.

This circumstance rust be thorouahly considered when firing
ator..ic ann.r.itiot at tardets lcated close :o friendly troops--far
insttance, wern do troyir corpany defense ereas of the first line
durire the I.eriod of artille y preparation aLd especially when
delivering atoic strikes during an operation when friendly troops aro
loceted outside shelters most ofter.

I'ring atcic bursts the destruct ion of personnel end erqipient
is due to the shock wvve, thbera. rediaticn, and penetrating radiatior.
However, troops vre adcised bfor2e.ni of our or. toir. strikes and
the perronnel hav, the opportunity to utilize e.Eineer structures and
natural fetures fcor shel.ter, ac w ll as individucl means of protection.
In prectice, this almost entirely eliminates the destructive effect of
thernel radiAtion and petr e tive radiation. Conseguently, the 6afe
distance of f!: endl ro huld be deerz.ined. or: the bit.s of the
destructive effect of thc sho.d vsve, wtach is cbaracterized by the
magnitude of excessive pressure and the duration of its effect.

The destructive effect of the shck veYe, depend6 on the yield of
the etced.c burst, the type of bure', and the degree of shelter for the
personne.. When friendly troops are loceted outside shelter or in open
trenches, the safe distance will be determned by the distance frcr
the ground zero of the burst, at which the excessive pressure in front
of the shock wave at the surface of tae g-ound doeE not exceed C.1 kg per cmr.
Depending on the yield and type of burEt, this distance is dezermined
by tables in the "*aual on Combat Properties of Atomic Weapon. and
Means of Antiatomic Defense" (pp 279, 260). However, the dista.ce ottained
does not take into account the possible deviation of the burst due to
dispersion or errors in preparation.

-6-
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Tre saft di Fn , ofeny troops ( t), ta ir .. e-1 i.
erro: rf fire, og be determzined by the fora :

L Rt 4 ('7 (4

vbere RT. - th raUiLr of safe dixtence of tro<Fpe fr the grlw-
- zero of the bursts;

VVdg - the mreew error charscterizing disreiex in rae,
taking into account preperatiu errors. (see fo:rrein 2)

FM le: To destroy enery persosnel in front of the o!fensive front
of a visict, i.n atcmic air burst is carried out with a yield of
8,000 tons. Our troops are located outside shelters. Vd4 =0.

Accordir:. to diagram 115 of the Xanual ie find the radiurs of
-nafe re -a?. (distance at wvi:h excessi pressure fear an 8,000

on charge will not exceed 0.1 kg per ) is G - 24( :.

By substituting the obtained value of Rb into the fcrmu1e (4);
we shall obtain:

Lb 2400 4- 4 x 105 -28: X.

Consequently, ground zero of the atcmic burst xny be planned et
a point removed frc frienrd:ly troops to a distance, not lees thba tbf
safe reumoal of the burst, i.e., 2820 m.

If friendly t.roop are located its blindAges or ligh EelterE,
size of the I distance at which personnel are rot affected decreas-a
correspondingly b 2 or 3 timies, and this decreases the dietance W*
safe renovoi of troops.

A reduction of the distarce of safe removal of friendly troope
from the projected ground two of the burst may be obtained by'
increasing the degree of sheltering of friendly troops, by utilizi-ag
aticde a-mmition of lover yield, by selecting the =oat advantageoue
range of fire which would ensure mini dispersion, and by
increasing accuracy in preparation of fire data.

-7-
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Ku-ve are given the simpleet ueens and for r1 for deternining
detr recery for planning the cccbat use cf et. hevy rocket,
a-:: t.i-ile a:llery, in order to showv the methcx c; apprceah to
o'c'"sin these dsts .

Deterrmining data for planxiing attaic str-res my be done by
ctber methos as well, for instance with the aid of tablee and graphs
calculated in advance.

Artillery Reconnaissance Orpniz:tion

The employment of stomic, heavy rocket, and missile artillery in
an offensive operation presents new, extremely comiplicrted and
iportant problems for artillery reccnaissance as well as for the
artillery topographic-geodetic and metearological services.

The fudaental features of some of the moet impor tA nt enemy
installations which may b_ destroyed by the fire of atomic, heavy
rocket, andi a.ssile artillery have been examined above. First
among such objectives are the enemy artillery veapcns of atomic attack,
free-fligh and guided missiles of the "surface-to-eurface" type,
launch aites of antiaircraft guided missiles, cacbt farntions of
enemy troops, commird posts, and airfielde of their eviation.

Thus, under modern conditions, to ensure the fire of atomic,
heavy rocket, and missile artillery, artillery reconnaissance mast obtain
in good time reliable data on the presence and -exact locatioc of the
installations enumerated above. A peculiar feature in this instance
will be the fact that in an overwhelming sajority of cases these
installations will be point targets, echeloned to a depth of up to
10:; to 12C km and over, and in concentration arees and in their positions
they are thor ouhly caxouflaged; inuluding the build.ing of similar
dumry installations.

Consequently, the complexity of reconnaissance of these
installations is evident. This in turn presents artillery reconnaissance
vith greater demands which consiet first of all of the need to obtain
information on the enemy to a comparatively great depth, in eplicated
camouflage conditions, with comparatively smaLl installations to be
reconnoitered.

__- -- R70-1
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Tv: orger.Izti:r off artiller. reconr . issance (FanLi ,
allocation of meL en d wea:pcne, easi nn tasks t thoc v.: exe-t
the: the ccilectioL, processin, and study of ir elliger e dot. an:
preparation of dccuments for the p.enr'.ing of fire, as well as
ch°;ing and assistance free subodirvtee to the* staffe) to enzsure
fire b.y atomic, heavy rocket, and m.issile artillery is dmne by the
cmmr4er and the staff of army artillery or general bbses.

Nevertheless, the fo.ling special features must be taken into
considerat iOn.

Because atomic muniticos my be of varying yield and their
employment vill depend on the size and nature of the target, artillery
reconneissance must establish the nature and size of the target and
alsc the coordinates of the target centers ur of the centers of its
independent elements.

Frw instance, if one examines the independent elements of the
enemy defense frog. the viewpoint of their destructior by atcnic munitions,
then the artillery reconnaissance must determine no or-ly the defense
area of the battle group, but elso company arees of defense. Baving
determined the concentration (disposition) are: of the second echelon
(reserve) of an army corps, it must determine the concentration areas
of comibet groups (bettalions of motorized infantry or tank battltois );
when ccuducting reconaissance of free-flight and guided missile sites
artillery reconnaissance must lica oe the launch . tes of e%. a chir
mot, etc. In other words, the aegree of detail of the duta obta:ned
about enemy installations must make it possible to choose the moat
suitable atomic nmitions for their destruction.

In this way, artillery staffs, when 6ssigning missionB for the
organizatior of reconraisstnce to subardinete units (large unita).
iust determine beforehand the necessary degree of detail in tb inforz-mticon
to be obtained about the enexy and measurement data (coordinates) of
specific targets or their elements.

A secod feature is the need far a aarked strengthening of the
army special artillery group with air and ground reconnaissance
equipment because,as shown below, it will be the primary executor
of technical planning and employment of atomic artillery munitions in
an operation.

-9-
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Athoic. c'licr t coidered it suficier; ti r the 5rz'
artille:7 grc ith a cert-'it r8r of aircrefT. aartie y the
artilleg fire-i trectin rj mic r::jraiemce air regio:: ar. evec ther
ae an-I. or-ly St the s4-r- of an ofera.e opei..., ra fappLrent-ly
this will not te sufficiert for an arm:y special artillery group.

Under roderr ccoditions for coducting c bat actions, the
ccander of an erpy special artillery group will have to be allocated
a considerstly -ester trambner of aircraft sortiecs by the artillery
fire-directing and reconzaissance air regiment and also helicopters
for the entire period of the operation to enable hiz to carry out
systematic thorough reconmissance with the object of determining
in greater detail the locations' of installations eermarked for
destruction by ctcmc wi-Ations and also for checking results of etcmic
strikes aginst the enemy.

The availability to the cocoand'ag officer of the army special
artillery grout cf means of air artillery reconraissance villJ
necessitate the posing of the problem c comurnications of the group
with the artill:ry fire-directing and reconnaissance air reginent in
a new way. These coomunications should be direct and reliable and
should be provided by the means of the independert artillery fire-
directing and reconnaissance air regimet (otdelnyy , korrektirvochno-
razvedyvatel.yy evietsicnyy polk--OKF.AF ) whose representetive must
constantly b. on duty at the observatior poet of the comd ne. officer
of the grou;.. It is advir-cble to establish comnications of unts
and subu;it of the group vith the artille-. fire-directirg circraf.t
when controlling fire throu'_ the redio sets of these units (subunits)
when the aircraft reach their area of firing positions.

If an artillery fire-directing aircraft in the air is assigned
the task of detailing a target, contact with it may be grintained
thrauh the radio set of the representative of the artillery fire-
directing and reconnaissance air regiment.

Helicopters for servicing the fire of the army special artillery
group may be allocated from the helicopter squadron of the army
reconnaissance artillery regiment and the artillery fire-directing and
reconnaissance air regiment. The landing places for these belicopters
should be located close to the siting areas of the subunits (units) of
the group. Comunications with laring places and helicopters in flight
should be established by an order of the group headquarters.

- lo-10-
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ile °c ,er- fl;I g.ts for servicing fire sbculc be uede only ove:
frleily terri Cr)

T -e arry special artillery group ahould also have at its dispossi -
a sufficiect qjatity of ground reconnaissance equipment, especially
rada sets. For in tance, AFSCM type rets ay be utilaLed for fixing
gour, zeros c' burst. of storic uitiors. .uch cLherkig of the results
of fire dore by the group will enable the commanding officer of army
artiliery to mae quic.k changes in the blan of artillery fire in cases
of conaiderable deviation in the ground Zeros of bursts from the
planned objectivee.

In each instance of photographing fnegy dispositions for
reconnaissance purposes during the period of preparation ar. during
the offensive opeation, the artillery staff of the army arast arrange
for the preperatior of an aerial mosaic by the photogrammetric bettery
for the staff of the army special artillery group, and also provide
the latter with a cooplete set of smell-scale photographs with grids
before the start of the oper:.ion. These photographic documents are
essectial tc the group headquarters to prepere samic strikes against
designated installations for determining the conf guration and
dmesions of the inat.allst:co and for selecting the most suitable ground
Zero (center) of the burst (point of aim).

The third feature in the organization of artillery reconnaissance
consists of the need for very rapid transmission of intelligence data
concerning eseng/ weaporns of atmic attack to the various artillery'staffs
and first of all to the otaff of the army special artillery group.
This requireent is due to the fact that these veapons ill, as a rule,
remnin in the reconnoitered eres for a short period of time and tardiness
in opening fire or. the, nay not produce the desired result.

To ensure missile artillery fire, the army artillery staff, when
organizing intelligence against the enemy, must, through the intelligence
section of the army headquarters and the artillery staff of the front,
envisage the assignment to air reconnaissance of the army and front
and also agent intelligence and ccmbined-arms reconnaiasance g.oups
operating in the enemy roear of missiona to collect intelligence data
in the operatioal depth of the enemy disposition. It nuat
systematically strive to receive the necessary data from the
appropriate staffs and intelligence agencies and pass it on to the
ccmanding officers and staffd of units (large unit.) e.f missile
artillery in good time.

HR70-14
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At the same time, at the star; cf En offensive opersticr. it vw1l
be necess-ry to ellc% t:' u.te (lnTge units) of nissile E-ti.eT; b
oernir. nu=er of aircraft nortieE froc the arttilery 'ir -cie:irp
ard reccaais&arce air regimer. for finel reconaissance of targetz
(instllations) before firing starts, as vell as for checJ:n results
of fire.

'Iopog1phic-geodetic support for firing at.ic and heary rocket,
as well as missile artillery, vith the exceptiac of some types, may be
implemented in conformity vlth current instructions.

One occasionally encounters opinions that topographic-geodetic
preparation in issuile artillery unite in all cases of the ccebat
situstior requires greater accuracy than for tube artillery. The
pcecision of artillery sirvey that ba been acbieved at present, as
well as the proepects of carrying out these tasks by technical means,
permits the use of these methods also for missile artillery. The procf
that this precision is acceptable for miesile artillery miy be seen
from the following example.

Exemgle: Tiring is going on at a range of 150 km. At this range
VId = 6CC- a, and & 750 m. Let us assume that the mes: all-round
error in the launth site survey equals 2C m, tht. mean error in
orientation equals 0 - 01, and the mean error in deterzlnir

sgoardinates of the target is 50 m.

In this case, the error in preparation of initial detta for fire
vill be:

in range - Ed 2C* 5c = 54

ir direction k = 15C + 502 +20 = 159 m.

In this way, the error in preparing the initial data, due to errors
in topographical survey of the launch site does not essentially
increase (in distance by 4 a and in direction by about 1 m) and in view
of existing dispersion bas no influence in practice on the accureay
of fire. This gives resm to belleve that topographical survey of
the firing positions (launch sites) of same types of missile artillery
may be done on a large scale map (photograph) with precise astronomic
(geodetic) orientation.-

-R-12-7-
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T e:- liC:catic c: Lr C.'e urve; rketLt..Dd fc zSstle artiller;
does E; e ude the n"eet t; ter into eccour..t such geode'.ic eleme-ts
BE c;xZ:iKr. fcc curv.tre End ro'eth of tte earth. These corrections
are c lc.::te and are inco:rporsted iL tr prsperctior, of initial data
for firint.

Ar. artillery en; geodetic surve) fcr fire in suburits armed'with
issiles wit: i latera. radio correctioc. (BR,) systec: has substantial

features which consist cf the need to create e special geodetic survey
grid net of higher precision, survey of lsunch pods, lateral radio
correction stations, and RIW traj'ectory radio correcti.ni stations
with considerably higher precision thar that of the poeitions of the
remaining artillery. This circumstance will. call for planning and the
carrying ctil , of special ediational eaeure4 by the array (front) artillery
staff, in ac artillery and geodetic survey fcr firing such missiles.

First of all,it vill be necessar for appropriate instructione
%o be received, through the chief of staff cf the arm*y (front ), by the
topographic service of the army (front) for the allocation to the
artiller- of special topographic-geodetic subunite wtose work will
have to be planne:, organized, and checked. It will be necessary to
give unitE of miscile artillery special instructions for the
organi2atior of the artillery and geodetic survey o launch batteries
by the organic topographic-geodetic service subur.ts. Finally, it will
be necessary to organize and conduct a cneck of the artillery and
geodetic su.rvey, and it would seem that topographic-geodetic subunits
of the L.litary-topographic service of the arty: (front) will have to
be used for this pu-Tose.

Meteorologicsl support for the firing of atomic, neavy rocket,
and missile artillery is carried out by methods essentially differing
fro those previously used in the artillery.

First of all, the fire of tube artillery with atCoic munitions,
as a rule, will be carried ot vitzout firing for adjistment. For
this reason the artillery should be constantly provided with full
meteorological reports for the duration of the entire operation so
that it would always be fully prepared to deliver fire.

Meteorological support of heavy rocket artillery fide will be more
cocplicated. The point is that when firing heavy rocket systems a
significant influence is exerted by the wind in the active sector of
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the tr ectory. Therefore, it would eezc that they w:.:'1 requ'.re &
p eeooccal repprt fo the active seetcr of the trjectory.

Witiouttei= into the details of determining the varicus
meteorological elements and taking into conaideratioc correctioas for
weteorological factors, it should only be pocinted out that the arty
artillery staff, during preparation for and during an offensive operation,
must envisage ccmprebensive support of hiavy rocket artillery units
(subunits) with meteorological reports up to saximun trajectory heights
by the meteorological bettery of the artillery reconneissance regiment.
The army artillery staff shoul.d also issue appropriate instructions
to staffs of units (subunits) of this type of artillery on the
organization of wind probing of the atmosphere up to the heights
of the active sectors of the trejectory by the organic meteorological
suiits.

Meteorological support of issile artillery is conducted by its.
organic meteorological subunits.

To support missile artillery fire, the army (front) artillery
staff inset make arrngements for timely warning of units (subunits) of
this type of artillery about dangeroue 'weather phenomena (ground winds
of over 15 m per sec., thunderstorm conditions in the atmosphere, etc.)
as well as organizing and conducting a check of the work of their
organic meteorological service subunits in accordance with currernt
instructions.

Planning the Cobat Enrployent
of Atcmic, Bee fy Rocket, and Missile Artillery

It is known that the employment of atomic weapoCsa mist be at the
basis of planning a modern offensive operation and consequently, of
planning the combat esployment of artillery.

Now it can already be stated quite definitely that the ajority
of the missions for eployt; etcaic weapons on behalf of araq troops,
both during the preparation for breachirg the enemy defense as well as
during an operatimn, will be carried out by the atomic, heavy rocket,
and aissile artillery. For confitico of this, one can refer to the
experience of exercises both of our troops and those of our probable
enemies at which 70 to 80 percent, and scmetimes even more, of the
total atomic munitions allotted for the operation were apportioned to
the artillery.
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Therefore, the moest irgor"ant and resic sible tas cf th'
carari officer srd 9ff of 3rr; artiller is the plnnring an.
tr s._tiion of the coc.! eyloymetm of etomic, beivy rocket, ar.

At the same time, it should be haken into consideration that the
successful fulfilm ent cf the issicns of atemic, heavy rocket, and
missile artillery will be achieved ;under the following conditions:

-- efficient organization and continuous renonnaissance of the
enemy for this artillery, prinri.y with the aim of 1-cating ob;ectives
for destruction with atomic mnitions;

-- maawing the fire of atomic, heavy rocket, and missile artillery
on the axis of the min strike (decisive axes of army troop operations)
and against the most important enery groupings and defense installations;

-- timely and accurcte delivery of Atoic striker ensuring the
fullest exploitation of their results _f the advancing troops;

-- efficient use of the yields of atomic munitions ir. accordance
with the significance and nature of enery installations, operating
conditions of friendly troops, and the skilful use of a cobination
of atomic nmaitions with artillery firing conventional mnitions;

-- timely and efficient distributice of missions (installations
to be neutralized) between the types of artillery and aviation and
maintaining constant coordination between them;

-- creation of_ the most advisable grouping of artillery, ensuring
its constant coordination with the infantry, tanks, end other arms of
trocps;

-- timely and complete materiel-technical support of artillery
fire.

The work of planning tae ccmbet employment of artillery starts
with the preprration of suggestions for the cemannding offier of
the army about the combat employment of artillery in the operation.
First of all, calculationa on the ecmbat employment of '"atomic,
heavy rocket, and missile artillery are prepared.

-15-
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In: accordan(c vitb the purpose c this article, ve shall emir.e
cly the queitio.f o plannir ar or;r:zir codot enzlyni of

artler;y Vtiich concern stCole, hery rocker, and rlesile artillery.

.M coronder of arry artillery wiU receive the neceEsry data
fc pasnning froc the coznder of the artillery of the front and the
comander of the army.

Fron the directiogs of the commnnder of artillery of the front
he will usually know: whrh missimoa in the offensive zone of the
ar., ar to be carried out by the means of the front (missile artillery
and. aviation); the reinforcement of tbe army v.th tcomic, heavy rocket,
and aiscile artillery; the expenditure of mwnitions (with attoic and
convetion l charges); yields of the atomic munitions; the ccmposition
and duration of artillery preparation for the assault (in case the
front vorks out the &rtillery preparation schedule).

Frce the directions of the commnder of the army he can learn the
nature of possible enemy operations, missions of the arxzy in the
operation the concept for conducting the operation, the breakthrough
sector (sectore), the operatiorsl formation of troops, the order and
time limits for coummitznt of second echelon large unite into combat,
and time i its for army readineas for the offensive.

The proposals of the commander of artillery for the employment
of ate, heavy rocket, end missile artillery must clarify the
following besic questions:

-- capabilities of the army artillery to deliver atcmic strikes,
taking into account the sesions being fulfilled by the front;

-- distribution of atomic munitions for fulfillibg missione of
artillery preparation for the assault and offensive and during an
operation;

-- the most advisable installations and targets for delivering
atomic strikes during the period of artillery preparation;

-- time and procedure for delivering atcic strikes and estiated
enemy losses;

-3.n.
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-er.:plyme rt of atcAc weapons by the artr artillery d.ri:g
on offearive

-- safe remvi of frjendly troops when deliverin atomic strikes,
both durin the period of artillery preparatioo and durig the offensive;

-- dirntribution of objectives and targets between the atcmic, heavy
rocket, and misaile artillery and eviation, as well as the yields of
the atomic mnitions being used against each objective;

-- objectives to be neutralized by heavy rocket and missile
artillery with conventional cherge nitioms, both during artillery
preparation and durin& the operation;

-- Organization of control end the grouping of atcmic, heavy
rocket, and missile artillery;

-- areas of deployment into ccmbat formaticL of the. atcnic,
heavy rocket, and missile artillery;

-- mnner o antiaircraft artillery cover and other measures
to provide. conbat security for the employnnt of atomic weapons by
the artillery;

- - -- Mnner of materiel-technical support of combat operations
of atomic, heavy rocket, and misile artillery.

After the ermn: commander has ude a decision, the army artillery
atcff works out a definite plan for the combat use of artillery in
the operation.

Moreover, the decision of the army commander will clarify the
data necessar- for planning . contained in the proposals of the
cc-mander of artillery, namely: distribution of atomic munitions for
the period of artillery preparation and for fulfilling missions during
the operation; eney objectives to be neutralized by atomic strikes
during the period of artillery preparation and at the start of the
offensive; the procedure for the delivery of etcic strikes during the
period of artillery preparatioc; etc.

-17-
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Vithc~at emir.ir4 the whole volume of work in plannr the comnbat
er: yonet of artillt.t', let u@ exarin tb. eangle of planr.nG atCoic
stri.kes for trt peric- of artillery pieparon.

Let us s4;use tit the army has beef reinforced by one battalion
of tartic artillery, four battalions of heavy rocket artillery (of which
one is type I, one is type II, and two are type III) and one battalion
of missile artillery.

The Army has been allocated 29 (unit..) of atomic artillery
imitions for the operation including:

-- for atomic artillery--9 shells, each with a yield of 10,000 tons;

-- for heavy rocket artillery types I and II--15 rockets of which
6 ere of 10,000 tons each and 9 of 15,000 toss;

-- for missile artillery--5 missiles at 30,000 toe each.

Expenditure of atomic unitions is allocated as follows:

-- for the first day of operation 18, of which 15 are for artillery
preparation, including 2 missiles;

-- for the subsequent days of the operation--6;

-- in the army cc-nder's reserve--5.

It has been decided to neutralize the following with atcmic
artillery munitions during the period of artillery preparatico:

-- one "Corporal" battalion (in the firing position or in the
waiting area);

-- two attaic guns and two "Hcat John" platoons vhen they more
up into firing positions;

-- seven copany defense areas in the ene y battle position, of
which fur co-epany areas are in the first .chelm;

-- two tank battalions (batalm) in concentration areas;

-- one army cmand post.

-18-
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It is adviseble to distribute the =isSaona of neutralizing these
objectives eppraimately as follov .

The neutraliztica of coen- defense areas of the first echelon
sahidl be don with atomic inEntioDB having a yield of 10,000 taus
each, and this missioc should be assigned to the atocic artillery
betta licE.

The safe rearsl of friendly troops from the ground zeros of
atomic bursts under conditions when our forward units are located in
blindages and shelters and the range of fire is some 10 km will be
about 1,200 to 1,300 m.

cosequently when our troops are remred 500 to 600 a frca the
enery main line of defense, the ground.reros of atoiie bursta may be
fixed approximately in the centers of company defense areas of the
first line.

The neutralization of company areas in the depth of the enenr
combat position should be planned for the heavy rxcket artilery
battslion using type I missiles with a yield of 10,000 tons and for
the atomic artillery battalion.

Because the distance of these objectives wholly guarantees the
safety of our troops from the effects of the shock wave, the choice
of ground zero of the atomic burst is deteruirid with the object of
achieving the greatest degree of target destruction.

The neutralization of atomic guns, "Honest John" launching
mounts and tank battalions (betalon) in concentration areas will also
be done by the heavy rocket artillery types I and II and the battalion
of atonic artillery.

It would be advisable in this context to plan the heavy artillery
strikes against ataxic guns and "Honest John" launching aounts with
10,000 ton shells and a-pinst tank battalions with shells of 15,000
tons.

The neutralization of the "Corporal" battalion and the army
cameand post my be dne by the missile artillery battalion with the
expenditure of one missile with a special charge for each objective.

H19R
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Tie selection ci atom c charges fo: the destruction of the iricrted
objectives was based in ttie cese not only oc tne neceasity of btaining
reliabt neutralization of tar&t4 La, safe.y of friendly tro_}e, but
slac on the atomic unitionm. allottes to the arg ar th: rari. of fire
of the artillery ava.ilat.e I the are .-

Taking into cca&ideratiot the no ure of ene!r objectives to be
destroyed and the operations of cra troops, it is advisable to schedule
high air bursts for the indicated targets.

The quantity of artillery usine atcric munitions available in the
army makes it possible to deliver strikes sitataneously against all
objectives scheduled for neutralization.

Beside atomic strikes, the heavy rocket artillery ay be assigned
the missions of mutralizing enemy objectives with conventicoal charge
munitions.

Under the conditions of our example, the army will have three
type III heavy rocket artillery bettalioa. Iring the perioi of
art ery preparation these battiionF ire capable of firing two salvos
ea at the beginning and at the and of it). on the basis of this,
they nay be assigned the mission of neutralizing two ar three objectives,
for example, two combat groups froL the complement of divisional reserves
and the enemy divisional comand post with a munitions expenditure of
two battalion salvos for each objective.

The most typical missions of the atcmic, beavy rocket, and
missile artillery during an operation will be: the destruction of
enemy atcm ic attack weapons, neutralizatior (onnihilation) of his
reserves and the repelling of their counter ttacks and counterstrikes,
ensuring the cemwitment of second echelon largc units of the army into
combat, supporting the precipitate capture of enem defense zones,
and the forcing of water obstaclet.

As already stated abnre, these xissions can, to a certain extent,
be defined and planned beforehand, when the operation is still being
prepared, so that mly their clarification will be required durring
the operation.

-20-
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Tonetb.ese,thiz condiionr vill orly refer to a certain number
oT the mission.. It should be borne in rind thet with the initietion
cf e. cperetio:., great charnges will occur in the enemy dieposition of
troop. and that the intelligence previouEly obtained concerning
objertive6 to be destroyed by the artillery will no longer conform to
reality. In the first place, this will be true as regards enemy atomic
attack weaporua and his reserves.

It follows that many new fire missions ay arlse during an
operation.

The most izportant condition for ensuring the successful execution
of fire missions by artillery during an operation is continuous
reconnaissance (last minute reconnaissance) of objectives, especially
those to be destrcyed by atomic strikes.

To give the new types of artillery nazimm time for preparing
to deliver fire, they should be provided beforehand with intelligence
data concerning enemy objectives for vhose neutralization (destruction)
they may be enlisted. This data mst reach both the staff of the
army special artillery group as well as the unite (subunits) of atomic,
heavy rocket, and missile artillery.

During an operation the coordinatic of atomic artillery strikes
with the actions of tanks and infantry acquires very special
significance so that results tf atcmic strikes my be used to the
manxi by the advancing troops. For this reason, both the staff of
the army special group and the comanding officers of artillery units
should constantly know the situation of friendly troops and clarify
it imediately prior to delivering an atoric strike. This is also
essential to ensure the safety of friendly troops when delivering atomic
strikes, taking into consideration that during the operation the
advancing troops, at the moment of the atomic strikes, will often be
located in the open or will only use folds in the terrain and individual
means of protection for cover.

During an operation,considerable use should be made of the fire
of heavy rocket artillery using conventional munitions. It acquires
special significance for destroying deeply located objectives, aut of
the range of fire of tube and field rocket artillery.

-21-
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Mcreover, one cuet mention such cases froz the experience cf
exerciorwter:, in order to neutralize deeply located ener* oiectives,

- a consideruble orou;:Irg a tube artillery wue mreved up:, while the fire
ci hen'.; rocket artillery was oct utilized altnou6. the enem:; objectives
were itbir its reage o fire. Thus, a favorable opportunity was
tr.issed to destroy these enemcy objectives.

The planInrg of the movement of atomic and heavy rocket artillery
and rile artillery attached to the arty is done on the basic of the
decision reached by the army contender concerning the use of atomic
artillery weapons during an operation and is coordlnated with the
tactical and operational missions being fulfilled by the army troops.
The mnnner of movement is also determined by artillery missions,
its maximum reffective range, the speed of movement, time required for
deployment and preparation to deliver fire, and it also depends on the
speed of the troop advances.

It is advisable to move atomic and heavy rocket artillery by
batteries (platoons) if they bave only atomic unitions. Beavy
rocket artillery having only conventional mnitions should be moved
by battalions.

When planning a move it is necessary to bear in mind the need for
timely readiness of atomic and heavy rocket artillery to fulfil the
most important fissions during an operation, For example, the delivering
of atoic strikes against the enemy second line of defense in order
to create conditions for breaching it in a rush, destroying enemy
reserves moving tr and repelling their counterattacks (counterstrike),
as well as ensuring the capture in a rush of the. enemy army defense

amone, etc., are sme of these.

Calculations show that at the average rate of troop advance, the
wrement of scme individuel atomic and heavy rocket artillery batteries
of types I and II nhould be started when the enemy combat pcsition is
breached by our troope. The length of the bound for the first move.

ill be, o the average, 15 to 18 kr. The narch, deployment, and
preparations for firing in the new area will take about two hours.

When the subunits which have moved are ready, the moving of the
remaining subunits of atomic and heavy rocket artillery of types I and II
should be initiated. The siting area for them is fixed bearing in mind
the progress of the advancing troops. At the rate of advance of 30 to 40 km
in a 24-hour period, atomic and heavy rocket artillery of types I and II
may make up to two or three moves in a 24-hour period.

-22-
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:a-ir i.c concideetio the great range of fire of the heavy
rckxet artilleg of tyipe I; Its move my be sterted after the capture
of the euezy rirst line of defense by our troops. It is adviseae
t, select its new siting ares beyond the first zone. The length of
the band will then be 25 to 40 km. An average of 2.5 to 3 hours
will be required tc orgsnize and carry out the arch, to deploy in
cl bt formation, and to prepare for fire.

On the averase during me day of an operation, it is poseible
to move the heavy rocket bettalions of type III once and sometimes
twi ce.

Subaequent moves of heavy rocket artillery should be planned on
the basis of the need to support troop actions when fulfilling highly
importart risaiozn during the operaticon--for instance, when capturing
the enemy army defense zone, when forcing a water obstacle, etc.

The movement of atomic, heavy rocket and missile artillwey is
usually carried out not to the firing sites, but to waiting areas where
subunits are given their fire missior, and prepare to fire. When it
is necessary to open fire innediately, the fire batteries ay assume
sites directly vithout waiting for the engineer preparation of then.

The great range of fire of missile tirtililry makes it possible
to employ it without moving through almost the entire depth of arr
opertion. Nevertheless, it is advisable to make at least we move
of rissile artillery in order to support the operations of troope
carryirg out the subsequent mission of the ary. It seems advisable
to start moirg missile artillery after f .ling the immediate
miesio of the army and after ccmitting the second echelon to combat.

When organizing the move, greet attention should be paid to
ensuring the secrecy of its implementatioc.

Obviously, besides the general measures for ensuring the move,
the ned will arise to take special meases which will take into
account the distinctive features of the new types of artillery--for
instance, the use of special camouflage devicea for atcmic artillery
guns, transport-loading vehicles (transportno-uaryashayushchaya asbyna)
with rockets for heavy rocket artillery, etc.

-23-
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To expedite movemert, it ise dsa t e tc clezr beamn the rx.tes
allctte for the r.verr. of new tt n o e-tillery ar tc orgtnize
superv:b .on of the Mve, vit the p-rticipetite C office frcr. the:
army artillery staff L. a n e of c)-*

The planning of corbset emp loyment of atce:i c, hesvy roke±* a nd
missile artiller-y is emboded in the plan of combat eploymirt of
artille-y ir an ariy offenzive operation.

Experience of exrcises sbrn that it is not advisable to draw
%p a separate doennt an the combat employmnt of atomic, heavy
rocket, and missile artillery at the ar:y artillery staff.

The part of the plan dee) tng with the combat e ploytmet of
atcmdc, heavy rocket, and missile artillery must cover the following:
atcaic strikes by artillery against enemy ,,.ntallatiocs to be neutrall7ed
during the period of artillery preperatin and during the operation,
shoing the yield of the shell (missile), type and height of burst
(high, lor), and time of delivery; the missionas for Deutreliming
enemy instaelations with conventional nmintieas; the cmbat formntion
of artillery at the departure poeition fo- the offensive, movement
nd aneuvering or artillery during the operation; the distribution

of muitions expenditure botz atomic and conviotiorl fo" missina
(for days of operationj; artillery grouping (ccapoeition of army
special artillery group (ASAC) and ur..its remaining directly subordinte
to the comander of army artillery; the regrouping and maneuverir of
artillery during the ope. etion; the erner of morement of ASAG and
direct l;y subordinate units.

The necessary calculation data may be done in the form of separate
working documents and, if necessary, ay be entered into the plan.

Missions for unite of stcaic and beavy rocket artillery will be
assigned by the artillery cctmander through the comenodirg officer of
the army special artillry group and, in the case of missile artillery,
directly to the commanding officer of the unit (battalien, bripd.e).

When assigning the missions, th.. artillery commander wust indicate
to the emmnd'ng officer of the group and to the comsing officer
of the missile artillery unit:
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-- ori: trartionz about the eve,, eeielay or the activities
C: . V it-YiX ., es:t 1Cre t of vf;. of s destru.ctiol the
pobl' C. - - fi oprtic by eibn fce, etc.;

-- b:..e info-mti.on on the tanks of friend troops:

-- *e7ei vec for destruction, their nature- ard the app-ointe
coordinett. of ground zero (center) of the burst;

-- experditure of shells (atc ic and conventiccal), time for\,
delivering the strikes against each objective to be destroyed;

-- type, height of bursts (in cases of air bursts), and yield
of the mairtion's used ir thousands of tone;

-- time limits for readiness to open fire;

-- eitira areas (primary and alternate), time for asauming
combat formation, and :nvement routes;

-- ow-ganizatimn of antiaircraft artillary cover;

-- engineer equipment reinforcement to expedite the fulfilment of
engineer vorks;

-- railheeds- (reception points for shells and fuel), manner and
time of atcic warhead delivery;

-- baEic rissions duLring the opcration wtich the army special
artillery group and missile artillery units mast be ready to fulfil;

-- procedure of mceement during the operation, new siting areas,
and movement routes;

-- igalu for opening and ceasing fire.

Besides this, the army artillery staff gives directives on combat
support, organization of cemmnications, artillery survey, and provides
a list of coardinates of the points of the geodetic and artillery
control survey net in the artillery deployment area.
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Grouixng and Ocmbet ForAtior. of Atom.ic, Beavy Pocket,
ar- 1 eetile Artiller irn an Offeneive Operatior

The reinfarcement of the arrry by atocic, bavy rocket and missile
artillery in ar offensive operation is determined in each individual
case based on the missions to be fulfilled by the army, its place in
the operational formtio of troops of the front, availability of new
types of artillery at the disposal of the front, quantity of atomic
artillery -- nitions allotted to the army, and other specific conDc .icoa
of the situation.

On the average, mne may consider that a combined-erms army, when
preparing for an offensive operation, may be reinforced by 1 to 2
battalions of atomic artillery and 3 to 5 battalions of heavy rocket
artillery.

Also, depending on the missions of the army and conditions in
which it will operate, the army may be reinforced by 1 to 2 battalions
and cmaetimer also by a brigade of missile artillery.

The presence of such a quantity of new type artillery in the
coaplement of the army demnds a determination of the most efficient
forms of employing them, ensuring reliable control of units, their
coordination wit'h army troops and aviation, ar:d moot important, timely
and effective fire of this artillery on behalf of the mirn prouping
of army troops.

As experience of exercises shows, it is advisable to integrate
the units of atcmic and heavy rocket artillery into the army special
artillery group (ASAG) and have at tne head of this group the
comsding officer and staff of the breakthrough artillery division
c(artilleriysksya diviziya proryva--RVGK), or if it is not present in

the arm, the commanding officer and staff of the army artillery
division or rocket artillery briSade.

The cosnder and staff of the army special artillery group are
charged with the direct orgpnizrtion and direction of the combat
operetions of atomic and heavy rocet artillery units, in accordance
with the decisions made for their cbat employment and the mibsiona
assigned to them. 3breover, a particularly important mission is the
specific planning and preparation of atomic strikes.

-26-
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The dtIes of the coczr~nirj cff cer en'. eteff of at arry spe:ial
artillery group =y be de::ne_ approximntely es follows;

-- orz_ zatiot of reco: .saance and it .nut( recor ::esne
of otLctive:. deignted fo- <etruction. by trie et'tic.e and
cocventional snitior-;

-- organization of topographical end meteorological support for
fire of units of the group;

-- selectio and equippinag of fire positiros and waiting areas
and direct control of the movement of units of the group tc these
arens;-

-- organization and prepmration for firing (assigning zissions to
units of the group; determining the initial settings for firing,
including the deterninatioc of the moet advantageous point of ground
zero and beigbt of the atomic burst, safe removal for friendly troops,
and ant icipa ted enemy losesa; determining the procedure of fi re at
targets with conventional waitions; adjustment, correctiou, and contrt.
of fire);

-- observation of results of stoik strikes, fiing ground zeroe
of atomic bursts}

-- direct control of materiel-technical support of fire and cimbet
operations of units of the group (orgonization of assembly cf munitions,
trenaport and supply of munitions, fuel, POL, etc. to unite).

Besidea the above, during an operation the staff of the arcu'
special artillery group orgnnizes reconnaissance of new siting areas
for unitE of the grout and zOrement routes to the: and carries out
direct control of mocvuzent of units (subunits) and of their deployrient
and prepDeration for deliverin6 fire in the new areas. To fulfil the
missions of reconnaissance of the enemy, the army special artillery
gr-.p, as was already stated above, should be reinforced by artillery
fire-directing and reconnaissance aviation.

At the same t::, the assignment of this mission to the army
special artillery group does not at all mean that the reconnaissance
of e=31 Obcetives to be destroyed by atosdc and heavy rocket artillery
fire is turned over in its entirety to this group. This mission will
be performed by the Joint efforts of all types of reconaissance, and
it YiLl be orpnized by army headquarters.
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IL. individual cases, for instance, vten a divisime is preperirg
a breelthbrcwt on an-independent axic arA separated free the 0r.
frcoes c the arry, it mey be reinfc-cei by inependent betterieE
(b tt=lions) of atoaic and heavy rocket artillery.

It is advisable not to include the independent betteries (bettalions)
detsiled fcr reinforcing divisions in the co plement of the artillery
groupE, but to have them directly subordinmte to the coeasnder o
divisional artillery.

Howeve', the providing of atomic and heavy rocket artillery for
the disposal of the comanding officer of the division does not wwn
the tranafer to him of all functions connected with the eployment
of atomic munitions.

Even in this caso atomic mnitions will be employed at the
decision of the commander of the army and in accordance with the plAn
of combat employment of army artillery in the operation. The coonnding
officer of the division and the coamnder and staff of divisional
artillery'will participate directly in plannng stoaic striles in the
offensive -one of the division and in organizing the coordination
of divisional units with artillery subunit, using atomic munitions.

Under certain conditions of the situation the commnding officer
of the division mey be given the right of independent decision for
delivering an atomic strike by artillery operating in the offensive
zone of the division.

It is advisable t3 employ missile artillery, should. the army
receive such reinforcement, directly subordinate to the army artillery
conn nder.

It is inadvisable to include it in the army special artillery group
becau3e the greet difference in the perfornee characteristics of the
systezs would make it axtre ly difficult to control the group.

Basically, the requirements for the combat formtion of the new
types of artillery are the same as choae for tube artillery--conformity
with the nature of the assigned missions, ensuring reliable destruction
of the enemy with great econcy of fire, secrecy of disposition, and
low vulnerability from strikes by enemy atomic vtapons, artillery, and
aviation. At the taw ;tim, it is necessary to bear in mind certain
distinctive features of the combet fcmation of atoodc, heavy rocket,
and missile artillery.

-2--
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As distinct fror: couventional artiUery, thc. nee ty;c's of
artillery aesue combat formstic at c geater dept?. Their ccubst
for-=tio is ub more dispersed alon the front drr. de-t. ert is, as
a rule, loceted away from troop concentratiet. ar: oth.er irstell.ations
a'trrieting ener ettention.

Their greet vulnerability and the difficulties of camouflaging
weapons and special equipment anke increased demands c the
camouflage qalities of the terrain in the area f. deployini in
combet foruations. The combat formation locatioL areas euist have
good approse roads ensuring the possibility of moving veapor and
special equipment of large dmensions and great weight. It should
also be rineerred that the new types of artillery are objectives of
primary importance for enemy reconnaissance. For this reason, all
measures -concerning the preparation of their sitig. areas and mvement
routes, as well as their assuming of combat formations, aust be carried
out in strictest secrecy.

Firing position areas for units (subunits) of atomic, heay
rocket, and miisaile artillery aust be assigned after the allocation
to these units of targets to be neutralized, and the previously
selected fire positio areas should be worked out in -greater detail
in sccardance vith fire missions of the units (subunits).

The combet formation of 6tcmic and heavy rocket artillery battaliona
consisto of the ccubat formations of the betteries, the comand poet,
and the waiting area.

A battery may be assigned an area cf ebout 5 to 8 kr along the
front and up to 10 km in depth for deployment in combat formation.

The distance of atomic and heavy rocket artillery firing positions
from the main line of resistance is determined depending o the nature
of the missicns being performed and the performance characteristics
of the systems with which the battalions are armed. The distance of
a firing position should ensure the most advantageous range of fire
for a given target, and this is especially important when firing atomic
moaitions at objectives located a abort distance from friendly troops.

Depending on the assigned fire missions, the range of fire of the
systems, and also conditions of terrain, atomic artillery firing positions
my be selected at a distance of up to 8 to 10 km from the senm min
line of resistance, and those of the heavy rocket artillery at a distance
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of Lt 15 kr.. I. a n un~er of cases, ir. order tz destroy the most

battenes (guXm e be e:o! tt the mrr. lie of reeliste"nce.

FL-e subunits o stor.Ic end Leavy rocket ertillery are usually
located in the waitir area at a distance of 5 to 1C kz from the
firing position and occupy it inedlately before opening fire. As a
rule, the weapons fire a s=ll Durber cf rounds (1 to 3) with short
intervals between roundse fro: the same fire poeition after which,
far safety reasons, they either move to a previously prepared alternate
fire position or are withdrawn to the waiting area.

Alonr the frct the combet formation of missile artillery subunits
occupies more or less similar areas to those of atomic and heavy
rocket artillery, but they have somewhat greater depth.

Beari-ng in mind the greet range of fire of missile artillry;
its siting area my be located at a considerably greater distance
froc the min line if resistance. The siting area is assumed by
nissile artillery f-or., concentr:.tion areas, the reoval of which
should not exceed r one riht narch.

The move of atomic, heavy rocket, and missile artillery units to
firir positions shoild be carried out in such a way that their stay
at the positions, prior td opening fire, is reduced to the miar
required for ensuring their readinese to open fire. For this reason,
it iE advisable to time the move to firirng positionr as Dear as possible
to thte beginning of the artillery preparation.

!ievertheless, atcaic, heavy rocket, and missile artillery ney be
assigned missions of combetin& etonic attack weapors and also of
frustrating a possible enemry counterpreperatioc, even befcre the
beginning of our offensive. For performing these scissions, part of
the artillery (individuel guns, launchers, and soetimes subunits) should
be moved to firing positions, even before the =in arss of arn:y
artillery is moed fQrward.
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Tae recommendatiou for plannin6 and orpM E -z-inE co .t o,-xnationa
Cr stocic, heevy rocket, and missile a-tiillery exz.izd ir tih.s article
do not exhaust all the coctent of the guestioco raised ir the article,
and, of course, cannot be considered finel. te propoetics. set forth
in the article require chackinE duing future excises as well as
further deve lopment .
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